
www.legislation.gov.uk Legislation Data Access, Formats & Completeness 
 

Data Source: 
 
All data described below is either available through or extracted from the www.legislation.gov.uk website API.  
 

Accessing Legislation Data: 
 
You can access data on www.legislation.gov.uk using the legislation API. 
 
The base format for most legislation document content on the website is XML conforming to the Crown Legislation Mark-up Language (CLML) schema. You 
can access the XML data via the legislation API by adding "/data.xml" to any legislation content page URI e.g. the XML version of the page 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1 is http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1/data.xml . This data is stored in a native XML database and 
transformed into several different formats for different uses. These include the default XHTML view (/data.htm), an Akoma Ntoso XML version (Akoma Ntoso 
is an international legal XML standard - http://www.akomantoso.org/ ), e.g. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1/data.akn   (/data.akn) and an 
HTML5 serialization of the Akoma Ntoso XML , e.g. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1/data.html (/data.html) as well as generated PDFs, e.g. 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1/data.pdf (/data.pdf). We also provide a plain view of the XHTML that displays pure legislation content without 
any additional functionality e.g. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1?view=plain and an un-styled version of the XHTML (/data.xht), e.g. 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1/data.xht . These URI patterns apply to all documents and sections of documents (e.g. 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2018/288/article/1/made/data.xml ) except for the small number of older documents that we only have as PDF images. 
 
Search result pages for document searches, e.g. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi or http://www.legislation.gov.uk/2016?title=finance , New legislation 
page lists e.g. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/new and Changes to Legislation searches, as in http://www.legislation.gov.uk/changes/affected/uksi/2005/735 
, are available as HTML or ATOM feeds, by adding "/data.feed" to the end of the URI e.g.  http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/data.feed or 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/2016?title=finance/data.feed or http://www.legislation.gov.uk/new/data.feed or 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/changes/affected/uksi/2005/735/data.feed . The raw XML for the feeds contains much richer metadata than that displayed in 
the regular HTML pages. You may need to right-click and "view source" when viewing a /data.feed page in your browser to see the XML. Each feed page is 
limited to around 20 results but you can navigate through paged results e.g. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2019/data.feed?page=2 to obtain all entries 
required. 
 
In addition to the URIs above, the website supports HTTP content negotiation. This allows users to configure browsers and/or scripts to specify a certain 
format to be returned from the default URI rather than using the "/data.xxx" extension.  
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The CLML schema is available online (referenced in all CLML XML documents) at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/schema/legislation.xsd . Please note that the 
schema has a fairly complex modular structure and each module will have a different URI. The XSLT transformations for CLML-to-XHTML, CLML-to-AKN and 
AKN-to-HTML5 as well as the CSS for the XHTML and HTML5 display are publically available for reuse in the legislation GitHub repository 
https://github.com/legislation/legislation . 
 
We are aware that there is significant interest in being able to carry out bulk downloads of all the content held on our website. Over the past year we have 
been developing a facility to provide users with this functionality. There is currently a publically accessible alpha site that provides bulk downloads 
http://leggovuk.s3-website-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ . Data on this site should be complete and has been recently updated however we are still completing 
testing so there may be a few bugs, some links may be missing and the pages are not fully styled. Where links to an expected dataset do not appear on the 
index pages you should be able to access the data by adjusting the URI to the expected year and document type, e.g. change 2020 to 2021 to get last year’s 
data http://leggovuk.s3-website-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/texts/enacted-epublished/akn/ukpga/2020/enacted-epublished-akn-ukpga-2020.zip  . Data will 
only be updated here periodically until we make the service fully live. All the UK CLML XML, AKN XML, XHTML, HTML5 data available through the website API 
is available through the bulk downloads site. Additionally this site also provides a function to download the Print PDF versions of documents as well as plaintext 
versions containing only the legislation text and versions containing only the operative text (excluding text without legal value e.g. headings, preamble etc.). 
This site also provides bulk downloads for the legislative amendments accessible on the Changes to Legislation website pages 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/changes for UK documents (effects to EU data are not currently included). Our aim is to make all of this data available via our 
Legislation Research website, due to be launched as Beta next year. The Research website will provide legislation data, enhanced search functions, tools and 
information for people interested in analysing legislation data. 
 

Bulk Datasets Available: 
 
There are several datasets available which are divided into subsets. The two main types of data available are “Legislative Texts” and “Legislative Amendments”, 
these datasets and their subsets are described below. 
 

 Legislative Texts 
These datasets consist of the text of legislation documents themselves. 

 

Legislation Text Datasets Description Formats Available Subsets Available 

Enacted - Print This dataset contains official print versions of 
legislation documents as they were originally published 
(as hardcopy) and laid before parliament. 

 PDF (Queen’s 
Printer Versions) 

For each Legislation Text Dataset you 
can chose whether to download the 
whole dataset in one of the formats 
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Enacted This dataset contains electronically published versions 
of the original official print documents published. 
Documents in this dataset do not show any 
amendments made over time. 

 CLML XML 
 XHTML 
 Akoma Ntoso XML 
 HTML5 
 Plaintext complete 
 Plaintext with only 

operative text 

available or to download a subset. 
Subsets are available for every 
legislation document type, e.g. Scottish 
Statutory Instruments, UK Public 
General Acts. Subsets for each type by 
year are also available, e.g. 2018 UK 
Statutory Instruments. You can see a list 
of available document types on the 
Legislation website browse pages 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/browse . 

Revised - latest version only 
 

This dataset contains revised versions of legislation 
that  have been amended to reflect changes made to 
them by subsequent legislation. This dataset contains 
the latest (current) version of each document. 

Revised - all historical versions 
 

This dataset contains revised versions of legislation 
that  have been amended to reflect changes made to 
them by subsequent legislation. This dataset contains 
all available historical versions of each document, i.e. 
how the text stood at previous points-in-time, in 
addition to the latest (current) version. 

 
 Legislative Amendments 

These datasets contain the legislative amendment data that is accessible on the Changes to Legislation website pages,  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/changes . This consists of XML data representing each change (amendment) that one document makes to  another, 
e.g. an example of an amendment (tagged as an <effect> in the XML)  in the dataset, can be seen at 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/changes/affected/all/1978/30/affecting/all/2013/22 , which records that Sch. 9 para. 94 of the Crime and Courts Act 
2013 (c. 22) stipulates that some words in Sch. 1 of the Interpretation Act 1978 (c. 30) should be replaced. 
 
Legislative Amendments can be downloaded in subsets relating to the impacted legislation type, e.g. the “to-ukpga” legislative amendment dataset 
contains all amendments made to UK Public General Acts. They can also be downloaded in subsets for each type by year, e.g. amendments made to 
2018 UK Statutory Instruments.  
 

Data Formats Available (API and Bulk Downloads): 
 
 CLML XML 

The base format for most legislation content on the website is XML conforming to the Crown Legislation Mark-up Language (CLML) schema. You can access 
the XML data on the website via the legislation API by adding "/data.xml" to any legislation content page URI e.g. the XML version of the page 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1  is http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1/data.xml  . The CLML mark-up standard was designed to 
represent UK legislation in XML and is owned and maintained by The National Archives. As a result, this format contains the most complete semantic 
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information. However, as it needs to represent a huge variety of legislation from 1200s to the modern day it is quite complex. This format will be most 
useful to you if you want the most complete semantic information available for data analysis. It contains very little information relating to presentation of 
text. The XML mark-up used to represent legislative amendments is also described by the CLML XML schema. As noted above you can access the CLML 
schema online at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/schema/legislation.xsd . This format is available for UK and EU data through the legislation API and for UK 
data only through the bulk downloads alpha website. 

 
 XHTML 

This is the default view for legislation content on the www.legislation.gov.uk website, e.g. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1 . It’s derived from 
the CLML XML. If a CLML version of a document is available then an XHTML version will always be available through the legislation API. This format will be 
most useful to you if you want to view or display the data as presented on the www.legislation.gov.uk website. It contains the full information required to 
display legislation text but very little semantic information. This format is available for UK and EU data through the legislation API and for UK data only 
through the bulk downloads alpha website.  

  
 Akoma Ntoso XML 

Akoma Ntoso (AKN) is an international legal XML standard (http://www.akomantoso.org/) which has recently become an OASIS standard 
(https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=legaldocml ) . You can access the AKN XML data on the website via the legislation 
API by adding "/data.akn" to any legislation content page URI e.g. the AKN XML version of the page http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1  is 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1/data.akn  . The AKN XML data is derived from the CLML XML but is somewhat simpler than the CLML XML 
version. However as the schema was not specifically designed for UK legislation, mark-up for some less common document structures may be more difficult 
to interpret. If a CLML version of a document is available then an AKN version will always be available through the legislation API. This format will be most 
useful to you if you want to work with an XML data format but want something a little less complex than CLML or if you want to relate UK legislation data 
to that provided by other international legislation publishers who use this format. It contains fairly rich semantic information but very little presentational 
information. This format is available for UK and EU data through the legislation API and for UK data only through the bulk downloads alpha website. 

 
 HTML5 

The HTML5 legislation format is an alternative presentational view to the XHTML version. You can access the HTML5 data on the website via the legislation 
API by adding "/data.html" to any legislation content page URI e.g. the HTML5 version of the page http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1  is 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1/data.html . This format is a serialisation of the AKN XML. In other words, it’s derived from the AKN XML 
(rather than the CLML XML) and contains the full AKN XML mark-up in addition to the presentational information needed to display the text. This format 
will be most useful to you if you want XML semantic mark-up and presentational information together.  If a CLML version of a document is available then 
an HTML5 version will always be available through the legislation API. This format is available for UK and EU data through the legislation API and for UK 
data only through the bulk downloads alpha website. 
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 Plaintext Complete 
The “Plaintext Complete” legislation format contains only the text of the legislation itself. All XML tagging, metadata, semantic mark-up, formatting and 
code required to display the data has been removed. If a CLML version of a UK document is available then a plaintext version should be available through 
the bulk downloads. This format will be most useful to you if you want to carry out text analysis of legislation documents and don’t want to process XML 
or HTML tagging. This format is available for UK data only through the bulk downloads alpha website. 
 

 Plaintext with only Operative Text 
This format is similar to the Plaintext Complete format. Whilst the Plaintext Complete format contains all the legislation text this format only contains 
“operative” text, i.e. text with legal significance. Text that does not have legal value, e.g. section heading and preambles, has been removed. If a CLML 
version of a UK document is available then a plaintext operative text version should be available through the bulk downloads. This format will be most 
useful to you if you want to carry out text analysis of legislation documents using a plaintext format that focuses on only legally significant text. This format 
is available for UK data only through the bulk downloads alpha website. 
 

 PDF (EU Official Journal or Queen’s Printer Versions) 
This format consists of “Original Official Print” PDF versions of legislation documents that were published (as hardcopy) and laid before parliament (UK 
legislation) or in the Official Journal of the European Union (EU legislation). This format provides the best version of legislation for hardcopy printing and 
most accurately reflects text, formatting and layout of the originally drafted legislation documents. Newer PDFs will have searchable (extractable) text 
whilst older PDFs may not. PDFs for very old documents may be images of hardcopy legislation publications produced before the introduction of digital 
printing. This format is available for UK and EU data through the legislation API and for UK data only through the bulk downloads alpha website. Website 
URIs for this PDF format do not follow the usual legislation API URI pattern e.g. 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2019/1464/pdfs/uksi_20191464_en.pdf . 
 

 PDF (Dynamically Generated) 
This is a print formatted version of the XHTML view for legislation content on the www.legislation.gov.uk website. These versions can be accessed using 
the “Print Options” button on the right-hand-side of any XHTML legislation content page or by adding “/data.pdf” to the URI, e.g. the generated PDF for 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1 is http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1/data.pdf . If a CLML version of a document is available then 
a dynamically generated PDF version will always be available through the legislation API. This format is derived directly from the CLML XML and will be 
most useful to you if you want a version of the XHTML formatted for printing. This format is available for UK and EU data through the legislation API only. 
 

 Un-styled XHTML 
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This is un-styled version of the default XHTML view for legislation content on the www.legislation.gov.uk website. This format can be accessed by adding 
“/data.xht”  to any legislation content URI e.g. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1/data.xht . This format is derived from the CLML XML. If a 
CLML version of a document is available then an XHT version will always be available through the legislation API. This format will be most useful to you if 
you want to apply your own styling to pre-generated XHTML data. This format is available for UK and EU data through the legislation API only. 
 

UK Data Completeness: 
 

Legislation API Data Versions 
Legislation Text 

Bulk Dataset 
Data Completeness 

PDF Original Queen’s Printer Versions accessed 
from URIs of the format 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ 
[type]/[year]/[number]/pdfs/ttt_yyyynnnn_ll.pdf 
e.g. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ 
ssi/2019/393/pdfs/ssi_20190393_en.pdf 
 

Enacted - Print All documents published from 2011 onwards will be available. Some data is 
available before this date however there may be some legislation documents 
missing from the dataset. 

Original legislation text that does not reflect any 
subsequent amendments. URIs will all contain 
either “/enacted” (for primary legislation), 
“/made” (for secondary legislation) or “/created” 
(for legislation not formally published), e.g. 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1997/3068/ma
de , 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/1/enac
ted or 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukci/2013/3/create
d  

Enacted For most legislation types the dataset will contain all legislation made and 
officially published from 1988 onwards. Before 1988 legislation publishing was 
an entirely paper based process. Some enacted pre-1988 legislation has been 
digitised but the dataset will not contain all legislation ever made. There are a 
few exceptions to this rule, UK Local Acts are only complete from 1991 onwards 
and Northern Ireland Statutory Rules are only complete from 1996 onwards. 
Non-print secondary legislation (documents that government departments 
have classed as so temporary or local in nature that they do not require official 
publication) will only be available in the Original Queen’s Printer PDF/Enacted -
Print data formats.  

The most recent revised version of legislation that 
incorporates amendments made since the 
legislation was originally published into the text. 
This is the default version of a document displayed, 
where available, using the URI pattern 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ 

Revised - latest 
version only 
 

Datasets will contain revised versions of all UK primary legislation that was at 
least partially in force on our general UK base date 01/02/1991. Legislation that 
was wholly repelled before this date will not be held in this dataset. This applies 
to the following legislation types: 

 UK Public General Acts (UKPGA) 
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[type]/[year]/[number]/ e.g. 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2016/8 . 

 Acts of the Scottish Parliament (ASP) 

 Acts of the National Assembly for Wales (ANAW) 

 Measures of the National Assembly for Wales (MWA) 

 Church Measures (UKCM) 

 Acts of the Old Scottish Parliament 1424-1707 (AOSP) 

 Acts of the English Parliament 1267-1706 (AEP) 

 Acts of the Old Irish Parliament 1495-1800 (AIP) 

 Acts of the Parliament of Great Britain 1707-1800 (APGB) 
There are a small number of exceptions to this rule where documents are 
unavailable as a digital version of an acceptable quality cannot be provided. 
 
Datasets will contain revised versions of all primary legislation that specifically 
applies to Northern Ireland that were at least partially in force on our Northern 
Ireland base date 01/01/2006. Northern Ireland legislation that was wholly 
repelled before this date will not be held in this dataset. This applies to the 
following legislation types: 

 Acts of the Northern Ireland Assembly (NIA) 

 Northern Ireland Orders in Council (NISI) 

 Measures of the Northern Ireland Assembly 1974 (MNIA) 

 Acts of the Northern Ireland Parliament 1921-1972 (APNI) 
 
Historical revised versions are available from base date until the present day, 
e.g. for a 1925 UKPGA that was in force on 01/02/1991 there will be a 1991 
version that incorporates all amendments up to 1991 then versions 
representing any subsequent changes from 1991 to 2019. 
 
There can be a delay between new amendments to existing legislation being 
identified and carried through to the text on the website. The status of 
amendments to be applied to each document will be highlighted on the website 
by the “changes to legislation” banner at the top of the screen when viewing the 
document content. Outstanding effects will be included in the CLML XML 
metadata at the beginning of documents from the website API (outstanding 

Historical revised versions, i.e. the document as it 
stood at earlier points-in-time, can be accessed by 
adding the date to the default URI in the pattern 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ 
[type]/[year]/[number]/yyyy-mm-dd e.g. the 
version of Prisons (Interference with Wireless 
Telegraphy) Act 2012 (c. 20) as it stood on 
03/03/2014 can be accessed by the URI 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2012/20/201
4-03-03  
 

Revised - all 
historical versions 
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effects metadata is not currently included in the bulk download document 
versions). 
 
A small number of legislation documents are available in a revised format from 
other document types not listed above but these datasets will not be complete.  

 

Legislation API Data Versions Legislation Amendment Datasets Data Completeness 

Changes to legislation accessed 
from URIs with patterns, 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/cha 
nges/ affected/[type] , e.g.  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/cha
nges/affected/asp . 
 

 to-ukpga   (amendments to UK Public General Acts) 

 to-asp        (amendments to Acts of the Scottish Parliament) 

 to-anaw    (amendments to Acts of the National Assembly for Wales) 

 to-mwa     (amendments to Measures of the National Assembly for Wales) 

 to-ukcm    (amendments to Church Measures) 

 to-aosp     (amendments to Acts of the Old Scottish Parliament 1424-1707) 

 to-aep       (amendments to Acts of the English Parliament 1267-1706) 

 to-aip        (amendments to Acts of the Old Irish Parliament 1495-1800) 

 to-apgb     (amendments to Acts of the Parliament of Great Britain 1707-1800) 

These datasets contain all 
amendments to documents in 
the specified legislation type 
generated by documents 
published from 1994 onwards. 

Changes to legislation accessed 
from URIs with patterns, 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/cha 
nges/ affected/[type] , e.g.  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/cha
nges/affected/nia . 

 to-nia         (amendments to Acts of the Northern Ireland Assembly) 

 to-nisi        (amendments to Northern Ireland Orders in Council) 

 to-mnia     (amendments to Measures of the Northern Ireland Assembly 1974) 

 to-apni      (amendments to Acts of the Northern Ireland Parliament 1921-
1972) 

These datasets contain all 
amendments to documents in 
the specified legislation type 
generated by documents 
published from 2006 onwards. 

Changes to legislation accessed 
from URIs with patterns, 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/cha 
nges/ affected/[type] , e.g.  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/cha
nges/affected/uksi . 

 to-uksi       (amendments to UK Statutory Instruments) 

 to-wsi        (amendments to Wales Statutory Instruments) 

 to-ssi         (amendments to Scottish Statutory Instruments) 

 to-uksro    (amendments to UK Statutory Rules and Orders 1900-1948) 

These datasets contain all 
amendments to documents in 
the specified legislation type 
generated by documents 
published from 1972 onwards.  

Changes to legislation accessed 
from URIs with patterns, 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/cha 

 to-ukla      (amendments to UK Local Acts) These datasets contain all 
amendments to documents in 
the specified legislation type 
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nges/ affected/[type] , e.g.  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/cha
nges/affected/ukla .  

generated by documents 
published from 2013 onwards. 

There is no single URI to access all 
primary effects through the API. 

 to-primary (amendments to primary legislation) 
 

These datasets are amalgams of 
the following datasets: 

 to-ukpga 

 to-asp 

 to-anaw 

 to-mwa  

 to-ukcm  

 to-aosp  

 to-aep  

 to-aip  

 to-apgb 

 to-ukla 

 to-nia 

 to-nisi 

 to-mnia 

 to-apni 

There is no single URI to access all 
secondary effects through the API. 

 to-secondary (amendments to secondary legislation) 
 

These datasets are amalgams of 
the following datasets: 

 to-uksi 

 to-wsi 

 to-ssi 

 to-uksro 

Please note that editorial conventions for recording the detail and classification of amendments may change over time. 
 

EU Data Completeness: 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/changes/affected/ukla
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All Legislation Originating from the EU and amendments made by EU legislation that are accessible through the legislation API have been extracted from the 
EUR-Lex website https://eur-lex.europa.eu/homepage.html . EU data completeness on www.legislation.gov.uk reflects the availability of data on the EUR-
Lex website.  
 
 
 

EU Legislation API Data Data Completeness 

Legislation types available: 

 Regulations originating from the EU (eur) 

 Decisions originating from the EU (eudn) 

 Directives originating from the EU (eudr) 
 

URI patterns for EU legislation generally follow the same conventions as UK 
legislation. The only exceptions are that original versions of EU legislation use the 
URI pattern /adopted as opposed to /made or /enacted, e.g. 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eur/2019/1940/adopted . This is also used when 
accessing original EU Official Journal PDFs, e.g. 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eur/1995/297/pdfs/eur_19950297_adopted_en.pdf 
to distinguish from some non-dynamically generated revised PDFs which follow 
the pattern, 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/[type]/yyyy/nnnn/pdfs/[type]_yyyynnnn_yyyy-mm-
dd_en.pdf , e.g. the revised PDF version of EU Regulation 1995 no. 297 valid on 
01/04/2019 is,  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eur/1995/297/pdfs/eur_19950297_2019-04-
01_en.pdf  

www.legislation.gov.uk carries all documents on EUR-Lex that fulfil 
the following criteria: 

 Documents are classified on EUR-Lex (in the “sector” 
classification scheme) as an EU regulation, decision or 
directive. 

 Documents were printed in the L series Official Journal of the 
European Union, i.e. have been assigned a number. 

 Documents are available in English. 

 Documents are available in PDF and/or Formex (the EUR-Lex 
proprietary legislation schema) XML formats. 
 

The majority of EU legislation is available on EUR-Lex as PDF and all 
available PDFs meeting the inclusion criteria above have been 
published on www.legislation.gov.uk .  
 
Formex XML is generally only available on EUR-Lex for documents 
published from 2004 onwards. All those available have been  
transformed to CLML XML and published to www.legislation.gov.uk. 
This means that all regular www.legislation.gov.uk formats and 
features derived from CLML XML will be present for recent EU 
legislation data as well as UK legislation data. 

Four EU treaties (eut) have been published to www.legislation.gov.uk . As treaties 
are not numbered the URI patterns are a little different, using their common 
acronyms in place of numbers: 

 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eut/teec 

 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union: 
The most recent revised version is available as CLML XML (and all 
derived formats) and non-dynamic PDF. All earlier revised points-in-
time are available in non-dynamic PDF format. 
 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/homepage.html
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eur/2019/1940/adopted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eur/1995/297/pdfs/eur_19950297_adopted_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/%5btype%5d/yyyy/nnnn/pdfs/%5btype%5d_yyyynnnn_yyyy-mm-dd_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/%5btype%5d/yyyy/nnnn/pdfs/%5btype%5d_yyyynnnn_yyyy-mm-dd_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eur/1995/297/pdfs/eur_19950297_2019-04-01_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eur/1995/297/pdfs/eur_19950297_2019-04-01_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eut/teec


 Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eut/euratom 

 Treaty on European Union  

 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eut/teu 

 Agreement on the European Economic Area 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eut/eea-agreement 

 

 Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy 
Community  

 Treaty on European Union 
The most recent revised versions are available as CLML XML (and all 
derived formats) and non-dynamic PDF. All earlier revised points-in-
time are available in non-dynamic PDF format as are the original EU 
Official Journal versions. 
 

 Agreement on the European Economic Area 
The adopted and most recent revised versions are available as 
CLML XML (and all derived formats) and non-dynamic PDF. All 
earlier revised points-in-time are available in non-dynamic PDF 
format as is the original EU Official Journal version. 

Changes to legislation for EU legislation accessed from URIs with patterns, 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/changes/ affected/[type] , e.g.  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/changes/affected/eur . 
 

Effects to Regulations originating from the EU (eur), Decisions 
originating from the EU (eudn), Directives originating from the EU 
(eudr) and European Union Treaties (eut) made by UK legislation 
will all be available on the website. 
 
Effects to Regulations originating from the EU (eur), Decisions 
originating from the EU (eudn) and Directives originating from the 
EU (eudr) made by other EU legislation are available on the website 
where they are available on EUR-Lex. 

 

Licencing: 
 
All data contained in the legislation datasets, including the schema and GitHub resources, can be reused under the terms of the Open Government Licence 
v3.0 except where otherwise stated. Additionally content derived from EUR-Lex, reused under the terms of the Commission Decision 2011/833/EU on the 
reuse of documents from the EU institutions. For more information see the EUR-Lex public statement on re-use. 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eut/euratom
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eut/teu
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/eut/eea-agreement
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/changes/affected/
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/contributors
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32011D0833
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/content/legal-notice/legal-notice.html

